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Because of poor surface hydrophilicity, meta-aramid fibers readily form flocs by intertwining or interlacing, and this severely
affects the uniformity of meta-aramid paper. To investigate the flocculation mechanism of meta-aramid fiber suspensions, the
critical flocculant concentration, shear, and compressive network strength of meta-aramid fiber suspensions were examined. A
hand sheet former was used to study the influence of the yielding properties of suspensions on the uniformity of meta-aramid
paper, and the relationship between the formation index and rheological properties was determined. The results showed that
the critical gel concentration ranged from 0.37 to 0.68 g/L, which was much lower than that of plant fiber suspensions. In
addition, the compressive yield stress (Py) and shear yield stress (τy) of the meta-aramid fiber suspensions were found to
increase linearly and exponentially, respectively, with an increasing concentration, and the uniformity index of the paper sheets
was found to depend on a power of τy ⋅ Py. This provides an effective method for predicting paper sheet uniformity.

1. Introduction

Because of their excellent chemical and thermal stabilities,
heat resistance, and mechanical strength, meta-aramid-
paper-based materials have recently received considerable
attention in high-end fields such as defense, power, and
transportation. Their unique physical and structural features
give them particularly beneficial tensile, electrical, and
chemical properties, which have attracted significant atten-
tion in academia in several disciplines [1–3].

Meta-aramid-paper-based materials, which consist of
meta-aramid short fibers and fibrids, are prepared using a
wet-forming papermaking process. Compared with cellu-
losic fibers, aramid fibers are prone to flocculation because
of their long length and poor surface hydrophilicity, and this
severely affects the uniformity of aramid paper and limits the
application of aramid-paper-based materials in relevant
high-end fields. Hence, efforts have been made to improve
the dispersion of fibers via fiber surface modification or by

using polymer dispersion additives; fiber flocculation mech-
anism was investigated as well. Jia et al. [4] used plasma to
modify aramid fibers, and the results showed that plasma
treatment has a significant impact on the surface morphol-
ogy and chemical composition of fibers. Li et al. [5] found
that the number of polar groups on the aramid fiber surface
increased and the wetting performance improved after high-
energy gamma-ray radiation treatments. Liu et al. [6] modi-
fied the aramid fiber surface properties by using the Friedel–
Crafts reaction and found that this method can increase the
number of active groups on the fibers without reducing the
tensile strength of the fibers. More recently, surface coating
[7, 8], coupling-agent modification [9], and fluorination
modification [10] have also been used to improve the surface
activity of the aramid fibers. Enhanced surface activity pro-
motes the dispersion of aramid fibers in water and improves
the evenness of aramid paper to some extent.

Among the chemical, colloidal, and hydrodynamic prop-
erties of the pulp suspension, the latter (hydrodynamic)
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plays a decisive role in the determination of the final sheet
formation properties. To characterize the state of fiber floc-
culation and the probability of fibers forming flocs, Martinez
et al. [11] identified a critical concentration, φg, also termed
“gel point.” It represents the lowest solids concentration at
which fibers start to entangle and form interlocked networks
having mechanical strength sufficient to overcome the exter-
nal shear or compressive forces to maintain the stability of
the fiber network structures.

As the concentration increases, the contact between indi-
vidual meta-aramid fibers strengthens, and they entangle
into rigid networks. Then, the structural strength of the fiber
network can be characterized based on two types of stresses:
compressive and shear yield stress. The compressive yield
stress quantifies the network strength under compression;
if the applied pressure load exceeds the network compressive
yield stress, the fiber network collapses [12, 13]. The shear
yield stress characterizes the structural stability of the fiber
network under the shear flow field; to make the suspension
flow, the shear yield stress must be overcome [14, 15]. Dur-
ing the wet-forming process, meta-aramid fiber suspension

jets are impinged upon a moving wire, where water is
drained to form a continuous web. The hydrodynamic flow
of the suspensions imposes local pressure gradients that
cause the deformation and rupture of the network flocs,
resulting in an improved paper uniformity [16, 17]. Thus,
the physical structure and yield stress of the fiber networks
play a significant role in the determination of the final sheet
quality.

In recent years, the shear and compressive network
stress of pulp fiber suspensions have been extensively stud-
ied [18–20]. Despite the differences between the results of
these studies, they all reported a significant concentration
relationship.

τy = aφb,
Py =mφn:

ð1Þ

Here, τy and Py represent the fiber–fiber contact stress,
i.e., shear and the compressive yield stress (Pa), respectively,
and a, b, m, and n are empirical parameters related to the

Table 1: Basic physical parameters of meta-aramid fiber materials.

Fiber length/mm Fiber width/μm Coarseness/mg·m-1 Kink index/% Curl index/%

Short fiber 5.923 15.4 0.1940 6.8 23.2

Fibrid 0.763 30.2 0.0703 47.0 18.4

500 𝜇m

(a)

500 𝜇m

(b)

10 um

(c)

10 um

(d)

Figure 1: Microscopic images of meta-aramid fiber: (a) short fiber; (b) fibrid and SEM images from surface: (c) short fiber and (d) fibrid.
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fiber properties. Derakhshandeh et al. [14] determined the
yield stresses for commercial wood pulp suspensions by
use of a conventional rheometer coupled with local velocity
measurements (ultrasonic Doppler velocimetry), and ranges
of a and b were reported to be 0.025-4.73 and 2.5-3.26,
respectively. Sha et al. [21] measured the compressive yield
stresses of acacia pulp fiber suspensions via equilibrium
batch settling tests and the values of m and n were reported
to be 9:19 × 10−6-1:24 × 10−5 and 4.31-7.68, respectively.

Limited information is available on the rheology and dis-
persity of meta-aramid fiber suspensions. Thus, the objective
of this study was to investigate the critical flocculant concen-
tration, shear, and compressive yield stress of suspensions of
the mixture of meta-aramid short fibers and fibrids, based
on the rheological theory. Then, the influence of the yielding
properties on the uniformity of meta-aramid paper sheets at
low mass concentration was examined, and a model of the
formation index and rheological properties was constructed.
The results obtained may be used to increase the efficiency of
the manufacturing process.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials. Meta-aramid short fibers and fibrids were
supplied by TayHo, Inc. (Yantai, China). The fiber mor-
phologies were studied using a light microscope (MA410,
Motic, China), and the fiber properties of each sample
were measured using a Fibre Quality Analyzer (MorFi
Compact, France). Before measurement, both raw mate-
rials were pretreated with a sodium dodecyl sulfate sus-
pension at a concentration of 1:2 × 10−3mol/L and
stirred using a blender (PTI, Vorchdorf, Austria) for
30min, to achieve complete mixing. The blender used an
axial-flow impeller with a diameter of 4 cm, and a trans-
parent cylindrical tank with a diameter of 30 cm and a
height of 35 cm was used as a mixing vessel. The dispersed
fibers were then washed with distilled water and dried in
an oven at 105°C. Various short fiber/fibrid blends with
ratios of 0/100, 20/80, 50/50, 80/20, and 100/0 were pre-
pared and named SF0/100, SF20/80, SF50/50, SF80/20,
and SF100/0, respectively.

2.2. Gel Point Measurements. Gel point was determined
according to the sedimentation methodology described by
Usher [15]. Five pulp suspensions with concentrations of
0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25 g/L were prepared and trans-
ferred to 3000mL graduated glass cylinders to study the set-
tling behavior. The suspensions were allowed to settle for
10 h, and the sedimentation heights were recorded. The bot-
tom pressure of the settling fiber network for each test cylin-
der, i, was calculated by using Equation (2) [20].

Pbase,i = Δρφ0,ig/ρs: ð2Þ

The average solid concentration of the sediment at the
bottom of each cylinder, i, can be simplified to

φav,i = φ0,ih0,i/hf ,i; ; ð3Þ

where Δρ is the solid-liquid density difference (kg/m3), g is
the gravitational acceleration, φ0,i is the initial mass concen-
tration (kg/m3), ρsis the mass density of aramid fiber
(1370 kg/m3), and h0:iand hf ,i are the initial suspension
height and final sediment height (m), respectively. The rela-
tionship between φav,i and Pbase,i was plotted, and a linear
function was used to fit the curve; the intercept of the fit is
the gel point value.

2.3. Compressive Yield Stress Measurements. The equilibrium
sediment height data can be used to obtain the compressive
yield stress value, PyðφÞ. For the mean final concentration
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Figure 2: Sedimentation heights of aramid fiber suspensions
(SF100/0, i.e., short fiber/fibrid = 1/0) at different initial
concentrations as a function of time.
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Figure 3: Average concentrations of aramid fiber sedimentation at
different fiber/fibrid ratios as a function of base pressure.
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for each settling test,φav,i, the compressive yield stress can be
determined by using the mean value approximation [19].

Py,i = Pbase,i/2: ð4Þ

Equations (3) and (4) were used to obtain a compressive
yield stress datum point (φav,i ,Py,i), and then the mean value
approximation was used to determine PyðφÞ. This process
has been utilized in several other investigations; further
details about compressive yield stress measurement are pro-
vided by Usher [19].

2.4. Shear Yield Stress Determination. Shear yield stress mea-
surements were performed using a Brookfield RV30/60 sys-
tem operating in controlled stress mode. The special
geometry of the rotating blades of this measuring system
has been determined to be superior to other geometries
[21, 22], and it can help prevent sedimentation and wall slip
effect. The rotor with four blades, 30mm in diameter and
60mm in height, was placed in a cylindrical cup with a
diameter of 90mm. The aramid fiber pulp was diluted with
deionized water to prepare five 1000mL suspension samples
with concentrations of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 g/L. To
ensure the uniformity of initial conditions, all experimental

samples were presheared at a fixed shear rate of 120 s-1 for
100 s and then rested for 30 s before testing. During the test,
the samples were sheared for 30 s at a rotational speed of
10 r/min, and the maximum rotor torque was recorded.
The peak torque during the shear test was converted to shear
yield stress by using Equation (5) [23, 24]:

Tm = 1/2πD3 H/D + 1/3ð Þτy; ; ð5Þ

where Tm is the measured peak torque ðN ·mÞ, and Dand H
are the diameter (m) and height of the vane (m), respec-
tively. All tests were conducted at a temperature of 25°C.

2.5. Preparation of Aramid Paper. The traditional wet-
forming papermaking process was adopted to prepare ara-
mid paper. Fiber suspensions with different fiber/fibrid
ratios are placed into a standard pulp homogenizer (L260-
5011, Lorentzen&wettre, Sweden) for dispersion, and then
the papers with a basis weight of 60 g/m2 were manufactured
using a sheet former (TD10-200R, Tongda Light Industry
Equipment, Xianyang, China), followed by hot-pressing at
105°C for 8min. Formation analysis of paper was accom-
plished by using a paper formation tester (Micro-Scanner,
OpTest, Canada); the formation index revealed the local
mass variations and network anisotropy.

Table 2: Critical gel concentrations of aramid fiber suspensions with different fiber/fibrid ratios.

Sample Average fiber length/mm Coarseness/mg·m-1 φav,i~Pbase,i fitting equation R2 Gel point/g·L-1

SF100/0 5.923 0.1940 Y = 4:71 × 10−4x + 0:40 0.972 0.40

SF80/20 2.530 0.1386 Y = 6:61 × 10−4x + 0:37 0.909 0.37

SF50/50 1.292 0.1106 Y = 10:3 × 10−4x + 0:42 0.936 0.42

SF20/80 0.917 0.0775 Y = 14:2 × 10−4x + 0:68 0.979 0.68

SF0/100 0.763 0.0703 Y = 38:4 × 10−4x + 0:64 0.975 0.64
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Figure 4: Yield stress values of aramid fiber suspensions as a function of concentration under (a) shear and (b) compression.
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3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Morphological Properties. The fiber dimensions are sum-
marized in Table 1. From Table 1, we can see that short
fibers have a larger fiber length than those of fibrids and
the fibrids present more kinks. The macroscopic morphol-
ogy of meta-aramid short fibers and fibrids is presented in
Figure 1. It can be observed that the short fibers are straight
and have a smooth surface, whereas the fibrids are curled
and have a rougher surface, which is favorable for the inter-
secting strength of aramid paper.

3.2. Gel Point. Figure 2 depicts the profiles of the settling
interface of SF100/0 with time. With an increase in time,
the sediment thickness of suspensions first decreases sharply
and then stabilizes. This indicates that the fibers settle at
high settling velocities during the initial period and eventu-
ally form packed sediment beds. With an increasing concen-
tration, the equilibrium heights of the aramid fiber sediment
increase exponentially. The experimental results suggest that
the increased loading pressure on the network could cause
an irreversible deformation of the network structures. Simi-
lar sedimentation behavior was observed for other pulp sam-
ples with different fiber/fibrid ratios.

The sedimentation behavior of fiber suspensions with
different fiber/fibrid ratios was measured, and a datum point
(φav,i, Pbase,i) was determined using Equations (3) and (4). As
shown in Figure 3, φav,i increases linearly with the increase in

Pbase:i, a binary linear equation was used to fit the relation-
ship, and the intercepts of fittings were used as the gel point
values, φgel. The fitting constants for all test samples are
summarized in Table 2.

As presented in Table 2, the gel point values of aramid
fiber suspensions are in the range of 0.37–0.68 g/L; this
means that aramid fibers can move freely, and no fiber flocs
are formed below this critical concentration. In addition, at
the proportions of short fibers above 50%, the gel point of
the suspension decreases significantly. This was mainly
attributed to the fact that the length of the short fibers are
much greater than that of the fibrids, resulting in a greater
probability of contact between fibers, making flocculation
and entanglement easier. Moreover, the gel points of aramid
fiber suspensions are considerably lower than those of natu-
ral wood pulp fiber suspensions (0.8–7.5 g/L) reported by
Young et al. [25]. This indicates that the meta-aramid fibers
are likely to flocculate at a lower concentration than plant
fibers.

3.3. Yield Stress. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the
shear and compressive network strength and the mass con-
centration of pulp suspensions. The shear yield stress
increases exponentially from 0.9 to 11.5 Pa, whereas the
compressive yield stress increases linearly from 19 to
100MPa over the range of tested concentrations. Further-
more, the obtained yield stress values for aramid fiber sus-
pensions are much higher than those for wood fiber

Table 3: Fitting statistics of the yield stress of aramid fiber suspensions with various fiber/fibrid ratios.

Sample τy~φ fitting equation R2 Py~φ fitting equation R2

SF100/0 Y = 1:32x1:41 0.980 Y = 1038:78x − 411:22 0.972

SF80/20 Y = 1:23x1:63 0.980 Y = 705:38x − 256:70 0.909

SF50/50 Y = 1:42x1:39 0.982 Y = 461:45x − 189:83 0.936

SF20/80 Y = 0:72x1:64 0.998 Y = 347:73x − 234:48 0.979

SF0/100 Y = 0:54x1:31 0.987 Y =127.69x-80.78 0.975
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Figure 5: Formation index of meta-aramid papers with different fiber/fibrid ratios as a function of the formation concentration (the inset
image shows a microscanned view of the aramid paper).
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suspensions at the same concentration, indicating more sta-
ble and rigid network structures in aramid fiber suspensions
[25]. However, the linear variation in the compressive yield
stress is different from that reported in previous studies; this
may be explained by the different particle species and disper-
sion solutions [12]. The results also showed that the com-
pressive yield stress values are smaller by an order of
magnitude, indicating that the network structure of aramid
pulp fibers is more resistant to shear rather than compres-
sive stress and has anisotropic properties.

As illustrated in Figure 4(a), compared with the SF0/
100 samples, the shear yield stress of the mixed fiber sus-
pensions increases with an increase in the short fiber/fibrid
ratio, and the SF80/20 samples exhibit the maximum shear
yield stress. However, there is a sudden decrease in the
shear yield stress for the SF100/0 samples, and this could
be explained by the lack of fibrids, which are favorable
for the generation of cross-linking structures in the sus-
pension, and hence, the shear strength of fiber networks
decreases. Figure 4(b) shows that with the increase in the
proportion of fibrids, the compressive yield stress of the
pulps decreases at a certain concentration. As the propor-
tion of short fibers decreases, the load-bearing capacity of
the fiber network structure weakens and becomes more
prone to collapse.

In addition, functions τy = aφb and Py =mφ were used to
fit the curves, and the fitting statistics are summarized in
Table 3. For all parameters, the coefficients of determination
(R2) are appropriate, indicating that the functional models
fit the experimental data points well.

3.4. Sheet Formation Uniformity. The evenness of wet-
forming paper is an important property for evaluating the
final quality of paper, and it also affects the physical and
chemical stability of paper. During the wet-forming process,
shear and compression stresses are applied in the water
medium flow field. Therefore, the coupling rheological
effects of shear and compressive stresses influence the final
uniformity of aramid papers.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the evenness of
sheets and concentration. The formation index of sheets
decreases linearly as the fiber mass concentration increases,
and the SF0/100 samples have the best paper uniformity,
indicating that the fibers form more solid and nonuniform
flocs with the addition of short fibers, leading to poor disper-
sion and reduced evenness of paper sheets.

To study the coupled effects of the compressive and
shear yield stresses on the evenness of paper, the shear and
compressive yield stress of aramid fiber suspensions were
predicted according to the equation in Table 3 at mass con-
centrations ranging from 0.5 to 1.2 g/L; then, the relation-
ship between the formation index of meta-aramid papers
andτy ⋅ Py was obtained.

Figure 6 shows that the evenness of sheets decreases with
the increase in τy ⋅ Py , and all the formation index curves can
be scaled together onto a single muster curve, indicating that
all the aramid fiber suspensions likely follow the same sheet
formation mechanism. At τy ⋅ Py < 0:1 Pa2, the formation

index decreases sharply with the increase in τy ⋅ Py , whereas
above this critical value, the formation index decreases
slightly. Such behavior may be attributed to the change in
the interaction between fiber surfaces. With an increase in
the suspension concentration, fibers become completely
immobilized, interlocked, and in continuous contact, which
significantly increases the network strength [15]. Thus, the
type of fiber contact might influence the paper formation.
Moreover, function Y = 18:85x−0:21 fits the curve; the coeffi-
cient of determination (R2) is 0.768. Thus, the formation
index of meta-aramid papers can be predicted by an expo-
nential function considering the shear and compressive net-
work strength of the fiber suspensions.

4. Conclusion

The rheological behavior of aramid pulp fiber suspensions
and the relationship between the yielding properties and
sheet formation were studied. The results showed that the
gel point values ranged from 0.37 to 0.68 g/L, and the mini-
mum gel point value was achieved for the SF80/20 fiber sam-
ples, suggesting that they could reach the critical flocculation
concentration more readily and form networks with higher
strength compared with other samples. In general, the shear
and compressive yield stress showed a strong dependency on
concentration; their relationships followed a power-law and
a linear dependency on the concentration, respectively. The
experiments revealed that short fiber/fibrid ratio affected
the dimensions of mixture fibers, thus impacting the fiber–-
fiber interactions and yielding properties of pulp suspen-
sions. As the concentration increased, the anisotropy of
aramid papers increased; additionally, the formation index
might be predicted based on τy ⋅ Py by using an exponential
function.
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Figure 6: Formation index of meta-aramid papers as a function of
τy ⋅ Py .
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